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NEW FEMALE
DISCIPLESHIP
COORDINATOR
by Greer McCollum
The Chapel Department,
in order to better minister to women on campus,
is hiring a new Chaplain
Associate for Discipleship who will work under
Chaplain Grant Lowe, according to a job description posted to Covenant’s
website last week.
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COVENANT PUSHES FOR SCENIC HWY MOVE
by Roy Uptain

Russell
McMurry—and
his team—to ask them to
President Derek Halvor- consider moving Scenic
son and CFO Dan Wykoff Highway away from the
met with Georgia state main campus.
officials early this year to
discuss redirecting Scenic In a phone interview last
Highway to the east in an Friday, Wykoff expressed
effort to unify the campus the administration’s fear
and make it safer for stu- that students may be
dents, Wykoff confirmed struck using one of the
this week.
south campus crossings.
“We don’t want our stuHalvorson and Wykoff dents to have to play
traveled to Atlanta on Jan. chicken with oncoming
31 to meet with Georgia cars,” he said.
state Senator Jeff Mullis
(R–Chickamauga)
and Halvorson and Wykoff
Department of Trans- pitched a plan to redirect
portation Commissioner Scenic Highway towards

the east where it passes below the Chapel. The
thoroughfare would then
pass around behind the
cottages and return to its
normal course south of
the Kirk.

when the Board of Directors produced a plan to
expand and develop Covenant’s campus. The Campus Planning committee,
which meets during the
college’s regular board
meetings, spearheaded the
Wykoff said that the col- plans.
lege is willing to gift the
necessary land to the The Campus Planning
Georgia Department of committee determines the
Transportation in order to best layout of Covenant’s
make the plan possible.
real estate holdings, including several properties
Redirecting Scenic High- east of Scenic Highway.
way is the most recent Among those are the guest
step in a chain of deci- cottages, the Lookout Lot,
sions going back almost two residential houses,
a decade, said the CFO,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

According to the job description, dated March 28,
the potential hiree will be
responsible for “helping
[the department] to set
and implement the vision
for how we care for the
spiritual health, growth
and discipleship of Covenant College Students.”
Among the requirements,
candidates must demonstrate an “active and Reformed Christian commitment to Jesus Christ”
and be able to serve as a
“leader and facilitator of
spiritual development for
the campus.”
The department conceived
the idea of a new position
after Christiana Fitzpatrick left the chapel department to start the Global
Education Department at
the beginning of the 201415 school year, according
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

BOARD OF TRUSTEES
by Zach Jones
The Covenant College
Board of Trustees, a group
of 41 men and women approved by the Presbyterian Church in America and
tasked with overseeing the
college, met last month to
make decisions on issues
ranging from campus development to acceptance
of federal funding.
In addition to a plenary session and committee meetings—attended
by representatives from
the student senate—on
Thursday, March 16, the
board gathered for a private executive session.
Although board members
were asked not to reveal
what was discussed in the
closed-door executive session, the truth is remark-

ably simple, according to
Chairman Dick Bowser.
“There are no particular
items scheduled to be discussed during that time,”
Bowser said in a memo
to the board before the
gathering. “It will give the
President and any of us
the opportunity to bring
any item before the body.”
One topic that likely arose
in executive session is
student athletes kneeling
for the national anthem,
which college administration and even students
came under scrutiny for
last semester. President
Derek Halvorson addressed the issue by forming a task force, according
to his March 2017 report
to the board.

“In response to student-athletes
kneeling
during the national anthem, I appointed a task
force to design and host
events on campus that
would foster healthy dialogue around the multiple issues raised by those
protests,” said Halvorson.
“[Among those issues
are] racial injustice, patriotism, protest, and disagreement among Christians.”

Separately, Halvorson also
discussed recent budget overages and how the
college could avoid such
complications in the future. Covenant awarded
$800,000 more in financial aid than the school
originally budgeted, said
the President’s Report. An
unforeseen windfall from
historic tax credits for restoration work to Carter
Hall, however, will allow
the college the finish the
fiscal year within budget.

“Due to additional work
being done on Carter Hall
that is outside of the scope
of the original $19.4 million project and is paid for
out of normal operations,
we expect to receive a total of $4.8-$5.3 million in
cash from tax credits,
rather than the $4.0-4.5
that was originally projected,” said Halvorson.
“We are thankful for this
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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THE MCRAE-ZELLNER
PROJECT
by Teresa Harwood
On Tuesday, Feb. 21 The
Kirk filled with students,
faculty, staff, and community
members
for
McRae-Zellner
Project
‘s first all-campus event,
Black History Night.
At Black History Night,
students read poetry,
and live music played.
Through this, those who
are not African American
were able to learn about
African American history
and culture. And together,
all were able to celebrate
that heritage.

ucation of the cultures of
the twenty-two countries
that it represents through
the Diversity Program.
But, although Covenant
has put much effort into
supporting its multinational and missionary students, Covenant’s African
American students have
not been supported in the
same way that the multinational students have.

Back when Ocando was
a student, the African
American
Fellowship
(AAF) existed on campus, but ever since she has
been in charge of the Diversity Program, no group
But how did this event has specifically supported
come into existence?
Covenant’s African American community.
Last
semester,
Berto
Dryden (‘18) met with However, through the
Sarah Ocando, the Asso- Dryden’s meeting with
ciate Dean of Students, to Ocando, the McRae-Zelldiscuss his article in the ner Project began.
Bagpipe. In this meeting,
Dryden shared his vision The McRae-Zellner Projfor the African Ameri- ect is a club named after
can community at Cove- the first African Amerinant with Ocando. Little can male and female Covdid he know, Ocando had enant alumni. This project
been thinking and praying exists under the Diversity
along the same lines.
Program. Its mission is to
support Covenant African
Currently, Covenant ac- American community and
tively seeks to provide to serve the Chattanooga
space, celebration, and ed- community.

SCENIC HWY
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

and the Kirk.
Having Scenic Highway
run through campus creates two problems that
Covenant wants to redress.
Although Covenant has
created several crosswalks,
complete with flashing
lights to warn oncoming
traffic, the Highway still
presents a safety hazard.
Thick fog, which rests on
the top of the mountain
during much of the fall
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Practically,
the
McRae-Zellner
Project
provides a space for conversation, education, and
celebration of African
American culture through
weekly meetings. At these
weekly meetings, Covenant’s African American
community can come together to support one another. When Dryden was
speaking of the Covenant
African American community, he said, “Even
though we come from different backgrounds, we
understand one another.”
Thus, the McRae-Zellner Project is a place for
fellowship between Covenant students who face
similar experiences.

and spring semesters, se- off from the rest of the
verely reduces visibility— community.
often to less than twenty
feet.
Wykoff estimates that
moving Scenic Highway
As the Campus expands, would cost 4-5 million
the danger increases.
dollars, and he thinks that
now is the best time to do
“The
more
crossings it. He hopes that the Georthere are, the more likely gia Department of Transa student will be struck,” portation commissioner’s
Wykoff said.
office will dedicate part
of the billion dollars dedCovenant also wants to icated to highway repair
preserve the ethos of a pe- and maintenance—part of
destrian campus. If Cove- House Bill 170, passed in
nant were to build on the 2015—to the project.
other side of the highway, it is likely that those Wykoff described the
buildings would feel cut commissioner’s response

But that’s not all the
McRae-Zellner
Project
does. The McRae-Zellner
Project also supports the
Chattanooga community
through service projects.
Although the Mark 10:45
Project aims at combining students, love, and the
Chattanooga community,
many students see their
community service hours
as another thing on their
checklist. Through the
McRae-Zellner
Project,
Dryden aims to reconcile joy with service once
again.
As Dryden said, community service is a good
thing; it shouldn’t have
negative
connotations.
as “gracious,” but said it
was unlikely that the state
would implement Covenant’s plan. “We are optimistic, but we also know
it isn’t likely,” Wykoff said.
Even if the commissioner’s office approved the
move today, Wykoff said it
would take 2-4 years.

BOT

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
blessing, even as we recognize that we need to
address some of our budgeting and awarding practices and prepare for three
more years with a class that
has a higher-than-originally-projected discount
rate.”
Despite the additional
work on Carter that Halvorson mentioned, the
massive project remains
on track for completion by
the time students move in
this August.
The President also updated the board on the
college’s reaccreditation
status, a rigorous process
that rolls around every
ten years. A team from
the Southern Association
of Colleges and Schools
Commission on Colleges
visited campus in February. The team made only
two recommendations, a
report Halvorson called

Thus, instead of going
to classes on Martin Luther King Jr. Day, the club
went down the mountain
to serve the community
through the service project, “One Thing.”
In the future, Dryden
and Ocando wish to see
the McRae-Zellner Project continue to grow and
flourish. This could look
like involving Covenant’s
campus in more community service, in campus-wide Martin Luther
King Jr. Day events, or in
panel discussions in the
future. If Black History
Night is any indication
of what the future of the
McRae-Zellner
Project
will look like, then the
outlook is positive.
“remarkably clean.”
The Academic Affairs
committee met on March
16 to discuss the reaccreditation process and
one new addition to the
faculty, Dr. David Saiki of
California State University at Bakersfield. Saiki will
replace Professor Mehne,
who is retiring, as associate professor of chemistry
this fall.
Board materials distributed by the President’s office
before the meeting devoted some 608 pages to the
Academic Affairs committee—astronomically
more than was written on
other committees, which
ranged from 6-18 each.

THE VERDICT
NO,
to Assessment Day.

Yes,
to Ben & Jerry’s Free
Cone Day 2017.
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sition over the next year,
during which Covenant
will strategically release
more student videos to
these churches, an idea
Lowe attributes to David
Peterson in the Marketing
Department.

The job title and position
description intentionally do not imply that the
person will minister exclusively to women—rather, the hiree will focus on
developing the Chapel
Department’s capacity to
serve the female students
while also dedicating time

to ministry with male stu- a multimedia presentadents.
tion that included video
interviews of female stuThe funds to initially sup- dents discussing their export this new position periences ministering to
have been given by the female peers at Covenant
PCA’s Women in Ministry and describing their decommittee, who annually sires to see the new posiawards gifts to different tion filled at Covenant.
arms of the PCA. Covenant’s turn to receive the In one video, sophomore
gift has fallen in line with Tindol Pate says, “In so
the 2017-18 school year. many ways I’m here to
Administration submitted learn how to be a better
a proposal outlining var- follower of Jesus outside
ious options for the gift, of Covenant.” Being an
and after reviewing the RA has helped prepare her
options, the Women in to do this, as she is able to
Ministry committee chose pour into and walk alongto fund the Chaplain As- side the other students on
sociate for Discipleship.
her hall, and she believes
hiring a Chaplain AssociAs part of the funding ate who can focus on disprocess, representatives— ciplining female students
including staff and stu- will enhances the Covdents—traveled to the enant’s capacity prepare
Women in Ministry an- students for life after colnual conference in Atlan- lege.
ta last semester to present
the project. Collaborat- The women who attended
ing with the Marketing the conference will return
Department, the Chapel to their home churches
Department put together and fundraise for the po-

Weichbrodt says the class
will focus on artistic perceptions of race in America from the pre-colonial
period through the Civil
Rights movement. The
course will feature perspectives on constructions of whiteness and
blackness, Latino culture, is, posters and photoJapanese and Chinese im- graphs shared in everyday
migration, and Native cul- circles.
ture.
Student artists are pleased
American art and visu- to have the opportunity
al culture has a strong, to take the class, noting
racial narrative, Weich- its significance in light of
brodt says. “American art current events. “I think
in particular provides a it’s interesting and imfertile ground for explora- portant that this class is
tion because race as a con- happening at this point,”
struct has been such an says sophomore art major
important, dominant, and Caleb Smith. “I believe it’s
controlling part of our relevant to conversations
narrative,” she says. “The we’re already having at
visual aspect of our ideas Covenant.”
about race are part of their
Weichbrodt says that there
potency.”
are many components, inAs Covenant’s art histori- cluding philosophy and
an, Weichbrodt wishes to aesthetics, to evaluating
navigate America’s racial a piece of art, but is parhistory via the images that ticularly interested in the
one might see in muse- social component of art:
ums, while also exploring the relationship of the art
“vernacular” images—that piece to its place in histo-

ry, especially concerning souri, as well as the Presunderprivileged
people byterian Church in Amergroups.
ica’s corporate repentance
last year for actions during
“My own research is very the Civil Rights era.
focused on questions
about how art and visual In his testimony regardculture can reveal or con- ing Michael Brown, Darceal narratives of margin- ren Wilson claimed that
alization,” she says. “Be Brown “was like a giant”
that women or people of and had an “intense agcolor or any number of gressive face” that looked
marginalized narratives.”
like “a demon.” Many believe his language mirrors
Weichbrodt points out the widespread depiction
that although the class during the nineteenth
will not look at contempo- and twentieth centuries of
rary work, the themes in black men as monstrous
the course are relevant to brutes.
the current conversation
around race in America. Weichbrodt also says that
She says examples include the course is significant
a testimony at the hearing for Covenant students in
of Darren Wilson, the po- light of the Presbyterilice officer who in 2014 an Church in America’s
shot and killed Michael Overture on Racial RecBrown in Ferguson, Mis- onciliation, which the

44th General Assembly
approved last June. The
resolution acknowledges
the denomination’s historical mistreatment and
shunning of minorities
and urges its churches to
acknowledge their racial
sins and seek reconciliation with those they have
wronged.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
to Chaplain Grant Lowe.
“I’m really excited about
this position,” he said last
week.
After Fitzpatrick’s departure, the Board of Trustees
asked Lowe if he needed
a woman in the department. Lowe, who was new
to the college at the time,
asked for a year to see how
things would go without
Fitzpatrick. After that
year, he says he was “thoroughly convinced that
yes, we need a woman in
the Chapel Department.”
They created the new position not only to bring a
woman into the department, he says, but also to
“have a sort of partner in
the Chapel Department,
and someone who will
specifically meet with,
counsel, and mentor female students.”
Because counseling is not
the taboo that it once was,

Lowe says that the department gradually realized
there was a gap in specific, intentional ministry to
women on campus. “We
work hard to minister to
students well,” he says.
This has allowed students
to be more open and seek
out vulnerability.
The position will be multifaceted; there will be elements of individual relationship building through
mentoring,
counseling,
and discipleship, but the
person will also have to
be a strategic thinker who
can visualize how to minister to women on campus
well.

Lowe sees the process of
developing the position
to be proactive instead of
reactive, and the board’s
mentality was, “We see a
way to make ministry on
campus even stronger.”
He says, “There’s a felt
need,” but that he think
“the impact is going to be
significantly larger than
what we’re expecting,” an
impact that does not necessarily fit a job description.
The job is scheduled to
start in the fall semester,
and Lowe hopes to hire
somebody by July, before
which he expects to receive many dozens of applications.

ART DEPT
OFFERS NEW
CLASS
by Jon-Michael Shelley
Professor Elissa Weichbrodt will teach a new
class this fall on artistic
approaches to race, called
Race in American Art, a
topic students say is significant.

“As a college of the Presbyterian Church in America, it’s valuable to look
at history and see if there
are any ways to repent as
individuals or even as a
broader community,” says
Weichbrodt. “There’s a
sense that this is an important national conversation that’s happening. I
wanted to be part of that
and to help equip students
to be part of that as well.”

SPORTS
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OAKLAND RAIDERS
MOVING TO VEGAS
by Lydia Berglar

increased profit could not
sway his opinion, although
The Oakland Raiders are CBS Sports estimates that
leaving the San Francisco Ross, along with the othBay Area. Again.
er owners, stands to gain
$11.3 million with the
The Raiders left Oakland franchise’s move.
once before, in 1982. They
played in Los Angeles un- Another dissenter to the
til 1995, then returned decision is Oakland’s mayhome to Oakland, but or, Libby Schaaf, who beonce again they are set lieves that Oakland will be
to move. As of Monday, left with a painfully pubMarch 27, the Raiders will lic wound, and that the
soon become a Las Vegas league will regret movteam.
ing the franchise. Raiders
fans, with their working
The National Football class attitude, and terrifyLeague approved the ingly tough aesthetic, may
Raiders’ move with a vote forever lose the loyalty
of 31-1. The usual factors, once held for their team.
(need for city revenue,
funds for new stadiums, Two factors make this
fan loyalty), impacted the move especially intriguNFL’s decision to move ing. Firstly, this is the third
the franchise, and the NFL team to announce a
team will endure the usual move in just over a year,
backlash that comes with and secondly, the Raidsuch actions. Currently, ers will be Las Vegas’ first
the Raiders plan to play NFL team.
in a temporary location
in Las Vegas for the 2019 The St. Louis Rams beseason, before permanent- came the Los Angeles
ly moving to a yet-to-be- Rams last year, and the
built $2 billion stadium in San Diego Chargers are set
2020.
to move to Los Angeles as
well. Both decisions have
Steve Ross alone, owner of been surrounded in conthe Miami Dolphins, vot- flict and turmoil. In coned against the move, while trast to the these teams,
the 31 other NFL own- the Raiders will stay for at
ers approved the action. least two seasons in OakRoss’ reasoning is that land before moving, but
not every option for stay- to some Raiders fans this
ing in Oakland has been is salt poured in a freshly
exhausted. According to opened wound. The Rams,
CBS Sports, Ross feels that Chargers, and Raiders are
fans deserve to be shown the first NFL teams to
the same loyalty that they move since the mid 1990s,
show their teams. Definite ushering a new sense of

instability into the league.
In these situations, NFL
owners almost always
want a new stadium, and
some cities are unable
to provide funds or locations for new domes.
Cities must decide how
much to spend supporting
professional teams as they
seek to retain city culture.
For the Raiders, a promise from the city of Vegas
for public finance to help
build a new dome was too
much to pass up.
Sharing the Oakland Coliseum with the Oakland A’s
gave the franchise a weak
image. Even with a “Black
Hole” fan section in a stadium fit for a brutal team,
owners were not satisfied
with what some labeled “a
dump.”
In addition to a new stadium, the Raiders franchise
hopes for a better market
in Las Vegas. According
to the New York Times,
some NFL owners were
reluctant to vote in favor
of the move because the
San Francisco Bay Area is
remarkably wealthy, while
Las Vegas has been recovering from a recession in
recent years. The Raid-

ers will be leaving the 6th
largest television broadcasting network to move
to the 40th on the list.
However, Las Vegas tourism and the city’s exciting
atmosphere convinced 31
owners that the move will
be worth it.

professional sports teams.
As a native St. Louisan,
I sympathize with the
fans in Oakland. St. Louis cheered on the Rams in
many seasons that were
disappointing. Now that
they moved across the
country, fans care little for
the franchise. When favorite athletes choose money
over hometown loyalty,
(I’m looking at you, Pujols), fans lose faith. Watching athletes and owners
choose cities that love the
sport less, just so they can
earn more, shows fans that
loyalty, a virtue that has
been historically central
to athletics, is lost.

Las Vegas’ first pro
sports team is the Golden
Knights, freshly created
by the National Hockey
League and set to play this
year. Some feel that America’s Sin City is finally receiving the professional
sports teams that they deserve. However, far more
people believe that athletics have no place in a city
of gambling, drinking,
and corruption.
Professional sports will
always involve ridiculous
Common concerns for the amounts of money, and
Raiders revolve around owners must bargain with
Vegas’ reputation, and a cities in order to make the
belief that athletic integ- greatest profit, but at what
rity will fall to the city’s cost? St. Louis could not
corruption. Rumors re- afford to pay for a team
garding potential MLS that did not love the city
and NBA teams in Vegas’ enough to stay. Oakland
future are also present, will not bend to demands
but the success or failure it cannot uphold. Fans
of the Knights and Raid- and franchises alike must
ers may decide the fate of decide where loyalties lie,
any other future teams. If and all too often, money
past franchise failures are will win.
any indication, Las Vegas
will not be able to support

SENIOR SCOTS
GO OUT IN STYLE
by Luke Harvey

As senior athletes begin to
eye the finish line on their
careers, it’s only fitting to
give a shout-out to two female athletes who are doing big things this year.
This past week, Jordan
Brett set the Covenant
softball all-time hits record, and she did it in
style. Tied with Mary
Baldwin University in the
fifth inning, Brett blasted a two-run homerun to
officially notch 178 career hits. The senior third
baseman has been a stalwart for the Scots since
freshman year, and decided to leave the team with
something to remember
as she graduates this May.
As a baseball player, I’ve
had the privilege of seeing Jordan hit in the batting cages, and I’ll admit
that I envy her aggressive

back-swing (I even saw
Julien Amorelli trying it
out in game once, but it
just didn’t look the same.)
I have asked Jordan on
multiple occasions if she
would consider taking my
spot on the baseball team
in right field, but sadly Jordan has repeatedly turned
down my offers, though I
believe that it would be for
the good of the team. (Off
the record, I’ve never actually asked her that, but I
do think she’d kill it.)
On a more serious note,
however, Jordan has been
a vital part of the Covenant community, the
softball team, and even
the varsity soccer team,
serving as a goalie, and
she truly deserves this record-breaking season.
This next section is not a
brag piece, and I am writing purely as an objective
fan of Covenant athletics
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without any ties to either
of these athletes.
Another senior athlete
who deserves recognition
is the tennis team’s Gracie Smith. All while flying
under the radar, Gracie
has set the all-time career
wins record at 48, the single-season wins record at
16, and the all-time doubles wins record (with
the help of Claire Luger.)
Amidst the throng of reporters hoping to get a
word out of her after she
set the record, I was able
to catch up with Gracie
and ask her to define her
career in one sentence.

With a shy laugh, Gracie
told me that she would
say she’s a “tennis ninja,” though the verdict of
whether or not she’s ever
been called that is still
out. When I asked her if
she had time to play me
in a quick set, she readily
agreed and beat me 6-0
(true story).
Without a particularly
flashy style of play, Gracie wears out her opponents on the court and has
been a solid contributor
for the tennis team since
her freshman year. The
women’s team takes on

Sewanee this Friday, and
then plays a doubleheader
on Saturday against Salem
and Berea. With two more
wins, Gracie will achieve
the incredible feat of 50
career wins, setting the bar
high in the record books.
While not a high-profile athlete or personality,
Gracie has worked hard
for her team and her record, and as with Jordan,
it is well-deserved.
If you see either of these
two female athletes this
week, be sure to give them
a high five. They’re killing
it.
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BEAUTY AND THE BEAST
by Fiona Hubbard

session with redemption,
we find something else of
Idyllic Redemption: Shad- the Christian life: we were
ows of the Kingdom in made to delight in a world
Beauty and the Beast
set right.
Emma Watson and Dan
Stevens, skillfully directed
by Bill Condon, create a
phenomenal cinematic experience for all audiences
in the art form that is the
new release “Beauty and
the Beast.” The perfection
of the art form and the finesse of the film allows
the audience to explore
the admirable content that
Disney brought to life.
Humanity is depraved,
broken, fallen, and too
often encompassed in
that which is destructive
to the soul. The common
person’s love of fairytales
leads to a truth that is
generally overlooked: we
adore the idea of redemption.
We love to see it ceaselessly. It is as if we are children, we ask for it again
and again, just as Chesterton expresses in Orthodoxy: “Because children
have abounding vitality,
because they are in spirit
fierce and free, therefore
they want things repeated
and unchanged. They always say, ‘Do it again;’ and
the grown-up person does
it again until he is nearly
dead.” Chesterton uses the
illustration to convey the
glory found in monotony,
but in our incessant ob-

Just as in this world we
know Aslan by another name, so too in other
realms of magic, we see
Jesus in the goodness and
utter unspeakable purity
that emanates from stories
like Beauty and the Beast,
especially when fleshed
out in high-quality films.
Thus, there must be something of Jesus to be found
in “Beauty and the Beast.”
We see him in the glorious
landscapes where Belle
serenades, “There must be
more than this provincial
life.” We see him as the
Beast releases Belle to go
home and save her father,
a blatant testament to the
sincere redemption of the
Beast. We are further convinced of this transformation as the Beast mourns
Belle’s departure, having
realized she is a woman
of radical dignity and well
worth having in his company. Later, the Beast even
spares Gaston. There is Jesus in the innate value the
Beast learns to recognize
in each and every person.

ly constructed. So much
of our society tells us to
Deceptive strength: an Art “keep it together” and
History SIP
avoid any appearance of
weakness and ultimately
The idea of deceptive harmful requirement.
strength is one that resonates with all of us. Of- At this point, you may be
ten we find ourselves asking, “what does ‘dein a place of frustration ceptive strength’ mean
when we feel our human- and why should I care?”
ity seeping through the Though that phrase looks
cracks of the images that different according to exwe have so painstaking-

Like Chesterton’s final
line in Orthodoxy, “There
was some one thing that
was too great for God to
show us when He walked
upon our earth; and I have
sometimes fancied that it
was His mirth.” The small
moments of pure, innocent happiness that are
sprinkled throughout the
film give us perhaps just

the tiniest glimpse into
that mirth.
Ultimately, we see Jesus in
the magic that saturates
the entire film. Creative
genius drips like liquid
gold in each new moment,
bringing the audience
deeper and deeper into
the “tale as old as time.”

FACULTY QUOTE OF THE WEEK

Perhaps most of all, we
see Jesus in the simple,
heartwarming humor that
the two main characters
share as they get to know
one another. They learn
to laugh at each other and

DECEPTIVE STRENGTH
by Abi Ogle

at themselves. It begins
with a snowball thrown
in jest by Belle; of course,
the Beast proceeds to nail
Belle with a snowball and
knock her to the ground.
Slowly, the Beast learns
a gentleness even in his
beastliness, but even that
is about as messy as the
human life itself.

“Sex after marriage is an exclamation
point.”
-Dr. Kapic
perience, in my mind it
looks like something once
whole, transformed. Our
beliefs about strength can
be easily shattered, and
yet our stereotypes continue to nurture them in
a vicious cycle. This does
not mean that the thing
is no longer worth looking at, but that through
its story of brokenness
it’s made new. You should
care about it, because it’s
the title of a new kind of
Senior Integration Project.

This idea of deceptive
strength is the propelling
force behind Sarah Perri’s
art SIP curation. As the
second senior at Covenant
College to curate a show,
Perri’s project sets her
apart from the work of art
seniors that we anticipate
every spring. This gives
her the opportunity to
challenge people in a way
that is different from her
peers and to incorporate
the works of many artists
and their stories in relation to her theme.
The works featured in her
show includes local artists, faculty, art majors,
and non-art majors for a
deeply moving curation.
By inviting many artists
with very different experiences to participate,
Perri created a space for
which multiple narratives
to exist. Featured artists
include Meg Earll, Michael Fuller, Cosi Goodman, Kayb Joseph, Abi
Ogle, Raymond Padron,
Caleb Smith, Greg Van
Dyke, and Allison Vaught.
The show promotes an incredible sense of empathy
regarding the dichotomy
of strength and weakness
that we as humans are familiar with: the waves of
grief, the temptation to

look away, and the effects
of fading glory, among
others.
The show presents works
of art that were both
specifically created for
this theme of deceptive
strength as well as pre-existing pieces that resonate
with Perri’s message. The
curatorial notes written
to accompany each work
were exclusively by Perri. This was an important
part of the process for her
SIP as well as aiding the
viewer in understanding
her interpretation of both
deceptive strength and
how that idea relates to
the artwork.
Upon experiencing this
show, the viewer is taken
to a place of thoughtful
contemplation. There are
many hard subjects addressed by these chosen
pieces, but there are also
spaces for unexpected delight. Whether or not you
love art, taking the time
to look and listen to what
others have to say is important. The works selected for this show will only
be available for two weeks,
so don’t be afraid to look
and let someone else’s experience with their deceptive strength transform
the way you consider your
own.
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ENDING BOOK
DISCRIMINATION
by Aline Sluis

Since the invention of
words on paper, countless
numbers of the world’s
avid readers have been
plagued with the literary
snob syndrome. I caught
the disease in my eighth
grade English class when
I was assigned to read
a “classic” book of my
choice. This book was
Bram Stoker’s Dracula.
To eighth grade me, it was
a big book—skimming
the pages revealed that it
contained big words, too;
however, once I started, it
was easy to continue. From
the first chapter, the story
took hold of my imagination and never let go. The

Orange. I even dabbled
in nonfiction, my favorite
being Laura Hillenbrand’s
Seabiscuit. Several times
I tried to return to more
contemporary books, but
I always quit them beprose was so vivid that I cause I found the writing
was able to see every detail dull and amateur.
in my mind’s eye—as if I
were watching it play out I even tried to read Stephon a screen. It was so cap- anie Meyer’s Twilight, but
tivating that it sent chills I couldn’t bring myself
down my spine—similar to continue because, to
to the chills that come me, Dracula was the only
with hearing a singer with “real” vampire. I often said
that Edward was a sissy
a rich, powerful voice.
compared to Dracula, and
			
Reading what I per- that Dracula would win in
ceived as “good writing” a fight; however, this archanged my reading life. gument never ended well.
From eighth grade to senior year, I shunned all At one point I even bethe middle-grade books lieved I was above other
and young adult novels readers on the literary ladand favored heavier works der because I read “better
like Agatha Christie’s And books.”
Then There Were None,
Ray Bradbury’s Fahren- Along my I-only-readheit 451, and Anthony classic-books journey, I
Burgess’ A Clockwork certainly discovered many

COVENANT COLLEGE’S DRAMA
ASSOCIATION PRESENTS:
TENNESSEE WILLIAM’S THE
GLASS MENAGERIE

A PORTRAIT OF FAMILY, DREAMS, AND REGRET
Written by arguably the
greatest American playwright, The Glass Menagerie is a breathtaking
“memory play.” Related
by Tom, this is the story
of the family he loves so
dearly, but from whom he
so desperately wants to escape. Williams wrote this
as a semi autobiographical
play about the regrets
he had in leaving his
own family to pursue his
dreams.

her husband’s desertion
when her children were
very young, Amanda constantly worries about her
family’s future. Amanda
must take actions into her
own hands, since Laura is
uncontrollably shy with
seemingly no aspirations
and Tom is constantly
avoiding his responsibilities. Much of the play’s
action revolves around
Amanda’s attempts to get
Tom’s help in securing a
future for Laura by way of
Set in 1937 in the mid- a gentleman caller, a man
dle of the Great Depres- to step into Laura’s life
sion, The Glass Menagerie and ultimately marry her.
paints the picture of the
Wingfield family. Amanda In an interview with Da(Professor Camille Hall- vid, he spoke a bit about
strom), Tom’s mother, was what he is looking to acraised as a southern belle. complish with his porThough she may cling to trayal of Tom: “I want
them, the traditions of the audience to like Tom,
her past have very little but I don’t think Tennesplace in 1930’s St. Louis. see Williams, especially
And while she loves her when he wrote the play,
children, Tom (Freshman wanted you to come away
David Kraus) and Laura from this play thinking
(Senior Abigail DeGraaf ), that Tom is the greatest.
very dearly, she is smoth- But he’s sort of a typical
ering them. Because of representation, I think,
of humanity, because he’s
chained to a kind of broken, absurd world that he
can’t really escape from.
And he knows that he
wants something more
for his life, but he doesn’t
know where to get it, he
just knows that he can’t
get it in his cramped, St.
Louis apartment or in the
warehouse, making shoes.
So, by the end of the play
it would be perfectly normal to see him as both
humanly heroic and also
tragically asinine.”

deman, when asked why
he decided to produce
this play said, “I’ve loved
Tennesee Williams since
high school, especially The Glass Menagerie.
And even though these
characters’ situations are
much different than mine,
probably most of ours, I
feel a great connection to
them. There is something
universal about what Williams has written here that
speaks into who we are as
people. How we love, how
we dream. This makes
the play not only a joy to
watch but also profoundly
thought provoking.”
The Glass Menagerie plays
April 7, 8, and 21 at 8:00
p.m. and 22 at 2:30 p.m.
in the Sanderson Hall auditorium on the Covenant
College campus. On the
21st, we have the pleasure
of seeing Junior Sammie
Brown and Sophomore
Maya Pirschel perform
as Amanda and Laura respectively as understudies
in the place of Professor
Hallstrom and Abigail DeGraaf. Tickets are $7 for
adults and $5 for seniors,
faculty, and staff. Patrons
can also attend the final
dress rehearsal on March
6 at 8:00 pm with $5 tickets for adults and $3 for
seniors, faculty, and staff.
Students are free every
night! To reserve tickets
or for more information,
contact the
box office at 706-4191051 or boxoffice@covenant.edu.

advantages with reading
older works—to name a
few, it expands vocabulary, improves writing,
and encourages readers to
think critically; however, I
also realized that it is important to read contemporary books. It’s time to
get out of my all-contemporar y-books-are-trash
mentality.

classics—if not worse.

cal dichotomy to find a
musician as positive and
joyful as Seaux Chill on
Freedom Ave. Characterized by spiritual introspection, Seaux Chill’s
album proposes a solution for the frustrations
of life through his gospel
and jazz instrumentals,
thought provoking lyrics,
and pensive poetry. Seaux
Chill sees beauty and joy
in the small things; it is
clear that the liberating
mantra of the Christian
life, for Nabil, is simple:
Jesus loves us.

is calling us to.

I’ve come to accept that
contemporary
writing
isn’t trash—it’s just different. Instead of the detailed, flowery prose I’m
accustomed to, contemporary prose is fast-paced
and gets to the point. The
writing has changed with
the times—our generation is a generation of inI believed people who stant gratification, rather
avoided classic books than delayed gratification.
were “uncultured”—now Most people only desire
I crown myself with that to know what happens at
title. Though I know a the end, and don’t care as
good bit within the realm much for the journey.
of older literature, I’ve
scarcely touched contem- Even so, my Goodreads
porary works. Contem- list is growing longer with
porary books, like recent more recent titles. Who
movies and modern art, knows—maybe I’ll even
reflect ideals and issues find a new favorite book
found within our present (though Dracula will be
culture (even if the author hard to beat). If anyone
is incorporating these has any recommendations,
themes subconsciously). feel free to send them my
Avoiding newer books is way.
just as bad as shunning

The follow up to his second album, I Heard God
Laughing, Freedom Ave
displays a level of instrumentation unmatched by
his previous work. The
album begins with Seaux
Chill’s roots—gospel organ, jazz piano, bouncing
drum beats and a triumphant choruses (which are
all nuanced by the introduction of steel drums in
Your Love Pt 1 and What
is Life). The third song of
the album, PB&J, however, slips into a more ethereal electronic beat. Echoing synths and a driving
beat lift the us through the
song. The transcendent
climax of the song is the
poetic interjection, which
lifts us even higher with
echoing synths.

After the first five songs,
Seaux Chill has introduced most of his musical motifs and styles, and
our familiarity with them
allows us to slip into the
rest of the instrumentals
comfortably. We can enjoy the combination of
his gospel and R&B styles
in The Homie, the ambient rhythmic bliss of Interlude, and the choral
by Chase Waller
anthem that is It Always
Rains on Tuesdays with a
It is rare in a cultur- pleasurable ease that alal milieu of antagonism, lows us to focus on the
Director, Matthew Min- frustration, and politi- deeper aspects Seaux Chill

SEAUX CHILL’S
FREEDOM AVE
ALBUM REVIEW

Add to these creative instrumentals Seaux Chill’s
powerful lyricism and
you have the emotional journey of faith that is
Freedom Ave. The potency of his lyrics come from
Seaux Chill’s ability to relax with the simplicities
of life, only to suddenly
connect a much deeper
spiritual theme with remarkable fluidity. His aptitude to dwell on the motifs of peanut butter and
jelly sandwiches at the
same time as the love of a
sovereign God showcase
Seaux Chill’s poise and
confidence. More than
just making for a pleasing, dynamic album, this
aptitude personalizes the
vulnerable artist and invites the listener into his
perspective.
As he floats from prayers
and meditations to jubilant psalms the listener
cannot help but join Seaux
Chill in his joy. Though
never shying from subjects
of his pain and hardships,
Seaux Chill always returns
to the freedom and joy
that he finds in the love
of God—a freedom that
allows him to rap about
pb&js, loving his mom,
and abandoning the fear
of inadequacy.
Freedom Ave is not just a
triumph for Seaux Chill
musically, it is also a personal accomplishment of
his faith, art, and compassion for his community. Featuring vocals from
Covenant College’s choir
and East Lake Expression
Engine kids it is clear that
Seaux Chill is doing big
things even beyond his
music. Freedom Ave is a
psalter that pulls us out
of our pain and points us
back to Jesus, giving us
the hope and freedom to
love our neighbor.
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QUIET COMPASSION
AND ETERNAL SOULS
by Bethany Sikkink

that she knew she needed
to give her feelings of loss
I pulled up to a run-down up to her “higher power.”
glass wall covered by
blinds in a sketchy area Others followed with their
of downtown Chattanoo- stories of grief and loss,
ga. Feeling slightly ap- each truly terrible and
prehensive, I parked my heart breaking. One girl
car and walked up to see shared how her grandif this was the right place. father’s last wish on his
I opened the door to find deathbed was to see her
a group of about twen- and talk to her, but she
ty people, some who you was too busy getting high
might guess were alcohol- and never saw him again.
ics or drugs addicts, oth- Another woman shared
ers whose appearance did her frustration with men
not fit an addict’s stereo- having sex with her and
type at all.
then leaving her. She said
she didn’t know how to be
I raised my hand when by herself without drinkthe leader asked if anyone ing.
was attending for the first
time. The group congratu- Sometimes people would
lated me and thanked me respond by expressing
for coming. I wondered if their empathy or giving
they knew I wasn’t an al- advice. The advice was
coholic, and in a strange always given in complete
way, felt bad for not being humility. The general tone
one. I didn’t want to be a was one of, “We’re all brosnobby overseer here to ken here and we’re all acobserve these people and cepted here.”
use my expensive college
education to come to some One man offered some
conclusions about them.
counsel to the lady who
was grieving the loss of
The leader asked for a her husband. “You mentopic of discussion and a tioned your ‘higher powteary-eyed woman told er’ but you didn’t say who
the group of how she was your ‘higher power’ was,”
feeling the loss of her hus- he started. He went on to
band strongly recently. tell her about his higher
She concluded by saying power, Jesus. He quoted

THE GIFT OF TEARS
by Ellie Brown

I used to hate crying and
tears. I thought they were
a curse, a sign of weakness, a source of embarrassment. I hated crying
in front of other people,
because I liked to be the
strong one. I was uncomfortable when other people cried because I didn’t
know what to do. I felt
guilty if I did nothing,
but saying something or
putting my hand on their
shoulder felt . . . awkward.
But I have learned that
tears are a gift.
“He will wipe away every tear from their eyes,
and death shall be no
more, neither shall there
be mourning, nor crying,
nor pain anymore, for the

Scripture and offered to could give them answers
talk to her more after- to everything they said. I
wards and pray with her.
could present them with
a theology of suffering. I
The leader pointed to me could tell them that there
signaling it was my turn was a cure for shame and
to share. My introduction grief and sorrow and that
was met with a resound- all they needed was God.
ing, “Hi Bethany,” which I I could spout out Bible
shyly followed with, “And verses. I could even give a
I’m just here to listen.” rough explanation on the
They offered a genuine, science of addiction.
“Glad you’re here! Keep
coming back.” We often But I didn’t understand at
mock this script, but I all. I had no idea what it
found it to be quite pow- was like to lose a spouse,
erful. Saying someone’s sibling, or parent. I had
name and hearing your no idea what it is like to
name said has a way of grow up around drugs or
connecting you to people. to be abused or neglectI felt like I was in a room ed. Nor had I ever been
full of friends.
in a situation where using
drugs or alcohol was the
At the end we stood in a only source of happiness
circle and held hands and in sight.
prayed the Lord’s prayer.
I thought that they had I wanted to help them.
achieved an effective bal- When an issue was raised,
ance of incorporating I had a biblical response
religion without being that I yearned for them to
forceful. These people are hear. I felt the Holy Spirin desperate positions, it quieting the solutions
making them hungry for that kept coming to my
the Gospel. I see the “bro- mind. God softened my
ken and contrite heart” quick-to-answer self and
described in Psalm 51 in asked me to just listen. My
these people. I see the tax answers were replaced by
collector who went to the compassion – compassion
temple and prayed, “God, without answers, compashave mercy on me, a sin- sion that just wanted to
ner.” They claim no virtue. listen, a quiet compassion,
They admit their helpless- that desired to mourn
ness. This is exactly how with these people who felt
the body of Christ should the Fall so intensely.
be.
These are the eternal souls
As I listened to their behind the lectures I hear
tragedies, solutions kept in psychology of addiction
coming to my mind. I class. These are the lost

that we might express our
emotion and not have to
hold it in. And sometimes,
former things have passed tears are all we can musaway,” says Revelation ter. The hurt in this world
21:4. Reading this verse, leaves us speechless, as it
I always envisioned tears should. While speech is
and sadness as a result a gift too, and a healing
of the fall. And in a way, one at that, sometimes the
they are. But they are not words just won’t come.
a sin caused by the fall. Tears are the only option.
They are one of the gifts
that God has given us to There is also power in simcombat sin, pain, and hard ply sitting in silence with
someone when the tears
things.
lie heavy in their chest and
Sadness allows us to feel won’t leave—when they’re
the pain in the world and sad and hurting, but the
to share the pain of some- tears and words just won’t
one we love. It is not a come– when the thoughts
sin. Jesus felt sadness. He are raging in their heads
shared the burden of pain and they just need a hand
with those he loved. He to hold, a presence, to
also wept. Tears express know they’re not alone.
what our hearts are feeling and cannot put into A few months ago, I was
words. They are a release, wrestling with stress and
a function of our bod- worry, and was just feelies that God gave us so ing weary of everything. I
couldn’t put it into words,
and I wanted to cry so
badly, but the tears just
wouldn’t come. It’s one of
the worst feelings, knowing that you’re going to
lose it at some point but
having no control over
where, when, or with
whom. But the Lord was
so gracious to me that day.
I was with a dear friend of
mine, and told her that I
knew I was going to break
down at some point, but I
didn’t know when or even
why I felt that way. She
told me that it was okay,

sheep that Jesus lays down
his life to save. I remember the verse Ephesians
2:3, “All of us also lived
among them at one time,
gratifying the cravings of
our flesh and following
its desires and thoughts.”
I see my old self in these
people: desperate for redemption and miserable
in my sin.
Studying the way drugs
alter an addict’s brain,
reading the sociological
statistics of drug abuse,
or nailing down a Biblical
defense of why suffering
exists, we can forget about
the real, image-bearing
people affected by the
problems and only see the
problem. Knowledge is insufficient. Answers are insufficient. Compassion is
necessary.
Perhaps knowledge without compassion is one
of the ways the Church
grows cold. Often we
pride ourselves on being
able to spot sin and recite its remedy when really our response to sin
should be a deep sense
of compassion and a broken heart. I’d like to thank
the beloved AA attenders
gathered on Feb. 19, on E
11th Street in Chattanooga, for demonstrating to
me a broken and contrite
heart, and reminding me
of God’s great love.

and that I was not alone. part of His glorious plan.
That everyone around me And that, my friends, is a
was wrestling too. Then gift.
she took my hand, and
simply sat with me. In
silence. For almost forty-five minutes. She was
just a presence. She knew
that I was struggling, but
she also knew that words
were not what I needed
right then.
In that moment, with
the sadness laying heavy
on my heart, the love of
Christ was so evident and
beautiful to me. Because
silence is a gift. Tears are
a gift. Simply being able to
be sad with someone is a
gift. Psalm 56:8 says, “You
have kept count of my
wanderings, put my tears
in your bottle.” Jesus collects each and every one
of our tears in a bottle. He
cares about us that much.
Sometimes I get frustrated
with the English language
because we don’t have
enough words to describe
the love of Christ. But he
loves us. He adores us. He
holds nothing against us.
He gave us sadness, tears,
and silence so that we
might draw nearer to him
and to each other. These
things are beautiful, unexpected gifts, ones that we
may not realize the value
of now, but someday, we
will look back, and see
that the Lord was working. That our pain and the
sadness we felt were all
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OPINIONS

Y MTR?
by Olivia Kinnebrew

Are you an English, Math,
Science, Spanish, or History major? Do you find
yourself asking, “What do
I do with this major?” Do
you also love people (specifically kids) and have a
heart for developing communities?
If you answered, “Yes” to
any or all of the above, you
may want to stick around
for this next question.
How do you feel about
Memphis, Tennessee?
Memphis Teacher Residency, a faith-based,
non-profit started in 2008,
is focused on educating
and training teachers to
go into the inner city of
Memphis and teach in a
Christ-like way, building a
bridge between the church
and the current turmoil of
urban education.
Participants are required
to finish one year of student teaching combined
with classes taken at Union
University. The program
pays for its participants to
get their Masters of Urban
Education in addition to
paying for their housing
and providing them with a
small living stipend.
Adam Jones, a senior English major at UTC and a
current MTR applicant,
explained his desire to
do the program as being

08
in direct correlation with
his time spent working at
Hope For the Inner City,
an inner city outreach
program based in Chattanooga, a few summers ago.
His jobs included running
bible camps and doing
sensitivity training for incoming youth groups. Although he enjoyed those
parts of the job, Jones said
that the “best part about
the program was meeting older kids,” which has
pushed him toward teaching high school in the inner city.

She described the year as,
for the most part, “unremarkable.” As she delved
deeper into her time spent
in this neighborhood, she
explained that her time
there had been helpful in
her bonds with her students, including a pregnant student in need of
a caring figure who lived
On the other end of the just a few streets over.
MTR spectrum lies Erin
Brinkman.
“Are you nervous to be
here?”
In 2014, Erin Brinkman,
currently a high school Brinkman often fielded
English teacher through this question while she
MTR, was on the verge lived near her students.
of graduating from Cove- She went to the funeral of
nant College with no real a student who had gotten
idea of what she wanted out of control, a student
to do. She found herself approached
Brinkman,
asking, “What do I do one of the few white peowith an English major?” A ple in attendance. “Are
worker in the admissions you nervous to be here?”
office threw out Memphis
Teacher Residency as an “I’m not afraid of you. I’m
option.
comfortable with you. I’m
not afraid of you guys.”
Having transferred from
Sarah Lawrence College Although, Brinkman feels
as an Economic Devel- a level of comfort in this
opment major, Brinkman community now, she was
saw an opportunity to uti- sure to convey that this
lize her gifts and passions is not an easy job. She rein this program. Brinkman layed that no amount of
went through the grueling classroom time can preapplication process, which pare you for when, in your
Jones is currently in the first year of teaching, one
midst of finishing, and of your students pushes
was accepted.
you against the wall and
tells you to “suck a dick.”
Brinkman’s story is unique
because she actually end- Jones suggested that the

FAITHFULNESS AND
RESPONSIBILITY
by Dorrit Ziegler

It took me a long time to
learn that God didn’t feel
guilty when he made me
white.
I’m thankful the issue
of faithfulness and white
guilt has been raised because many white Covenant students struggle
with the same feelings
of guilt and inadequacy.
I will attempt to address
some of the issues raised
in the article “White
Guilt” regarding our response to our white guilt.
Hopefully, we can enter
into a loving conversation with each other that
brings us all to a better
understanding of what
it means to be faithful,
white, Covenant College
students.
It is true that “You are
responsible to God, not
to your race.” We are all
sinners, we are all guilty,
and we are all in desperate need of God’s grace.
However, God’s unmerited grace is not simply
a brushing off of our sin
but a forgiveness granted

ed up moving into the
community she was teaching. She spent the past
year living three minutes
from her school in one of
the six communities that
MTR has permeated.

to us by his own sacrifice.
We see God’s grace most
fully in his forgiveness of
our sin, not in ignoring
our sin.
Unfortunately, many of
us at Covenant College
are complicit in a system
that has continued to oppress people of color for
centuries. We may not
have created the system,
but we benefit from it every day. We have access to
better schools, better job
opportunities, and are
not routinely discriminated against based on
our skin color. You don’t
have to look very far to
see this—there is a reason Covenant is predominantly white, and it’s not
because people of color
don’t love Jesus or that
they’re all poor.

your mouth, judge righteously, defend the rights
of the poor and needy”
(Proverbs 31:8-10).
If you ask a Comm Dev
or Bible major, they
wouldn’t tell you that you
need to pursue either of
those fields to serve others faithfully for the Lord.
Comm Dev and Biblical
Studies are not only fields
of study but mindsets by
which we approach any
field we choose to go into.
Through our study we
learn how we can faithfully promote Christ’s ongoing work of redemption
in this world, affirm the
imago dei in all people
that we work with, and
speak for those who cannot speak for themselves.

What
sets
Covenant
apart from any other
secular school is that we
learn how to work in the
fields of business, biology, economics, and any
other field as Christians.
Learning how to be a
faithful Christian in the
Faithfulness requires in- workplace isn’t just for
stead of dwelling on our Comm Dev and Bible maguilt recognizing that we jors—it’s for all of us.
have been given a unique
opportunity to serve oth- Is faithfulness glory?
ers because of our privi- Faithfulness brings glory
lege. God has called us to to God, but it is mundane,
“Open your mouth for the difficult, and requires
mute, for the rights of all dying to self daily. It rewho are destitute. Open quires commitment to

only way to truly be prepared for these instances
is to be experience them
firsthand in another community. He discussed that
there is always one student
or community member
who is going to be unwelcoming. He remembered
one student named Kel,
simultaneously recalling
one of his first experiences with reverse racism,
struggling to respond with
kindness.

“You can’t go in and think,
‘I’m going to teach and
make a difference.’ You
need a whole community
of people who share a goal
even if you don’t have the
answer.”
The idea of Memphis
Teacher Residency, to
send Christian teachers
into areas with high poverty and low graduation,
is one that is slowly being
brought to similar areas
such as Hamilton County. Project Inspire is currently following a similar
path but is only catering
to those with a desire to
teach Math, Science, or
Elementary
Education.
Slowly, Hamilton County
is attempting to reach the
number of communities
and schools that Memphis
has in an attempt to end
“the greatest civil rights
injustice of our time”--urban education.

Although sitting in a
classroom cannot prepare
you for these types of experiences, it can equip you
with a proper worldview.
Brinkman discussed that,
as a Covenant student, she
felt prepared, not entirely
from the Education department, but more from
courses like Christian
Mind and Global Trends,
which instilled upon her
an idea taught in her early courses of MTR as well:
“The way I see myself is
For more information on
the way I see my school.”
MTR, visit https://memBrinkman clarified this phistr.org/residency/. For
statement by suggesting more information on Projthat the way we should ect Inspire, visit http://
view ourselves is not as www.projectinspiretn.org.
saviors of urban education:
both our “big c” and “little c” callings. Our little
c calling is to be students
right now, but our big c
calling is always to follow
Christ’s will for us and be
his ambassadors here on
earth. We don’t stop serving others in college just
because we need to study.
This is not to diminish
the value of the work that
we are doing here at college, but to realize that
we are also called to more
than this. Faithfully stewarding the education we
are being given requires
us not to serve ourselves
but others.
Despite our best efforts
to be faithful, we are
guaranteed to fall short.
When we do fail, we are
called to repentance both personal and corporate (2 Chronicles 7:14).
Faithfulness calls us to
turn to God and repent
as a body of believers.
Personal repentance is
important, but unless the
white evangelical church
in America learns to corporately repent, we will
always struggle with our
inability to lament and
mourn with others.
Our individualism has
destroyed our ability to
comprehend the suffering of others caused by
corporate sin and system-

ic injustice. Therefore,
the sense of gratitude
that drives us needs to be
both personal and corporate. The fact that the
white evangelical church
in America functions as
a collection of beings instead of a body diminishes our understanding
of Christ’s work in our
lives, the lives of others,
and how we are called
to respond faithfully to
Christ’s work as a church.
Lament and mourning
are integral pieces of
faithfulness. In order to
properly lament, we must
recognize both our corporate and personal sin
and God’s abundant mercy towards us. The Holy
Spirit’s work in us allows
us to recognize both of
these factors and lead us
to repentance, freeing
us to serve others faithfully with our gifts and
resources as Christ has
called us to do. The identity we find in Christ is
that we are his bride, the
Church. Pain in one part
of the body affects the
ability of the rest of the
body to function. Faithful obedience to Christ’s
call involves unity as the
Church, something that
will never be accomplished if we are blindly
causing the other to suffer.

